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Abstract 
Infragravity waves (IGWs) play a crucial role in nearshore hydrodynamics and are the primary 

drivers of coastal hazards such as harbor resonance and overtopping over seawalls. Field 

observations show that during five storm events in Fall 2013, the IGW heights at the landward side 

were significantly larger than those at the seaward side of an isolated shoal near Cape Canaveral, 

Florida, USA. The concurrent offshore incident waves were energetic with directions nearly 

perpendicular to the shoal. The maximum wave height-to-depth ratio was below 0.3, indicating no 

wave breaking. Here, we propose a semi-analytical model in combination with field observations to 

investigate the shoal-induced increase in the cross-shoal IGW energy flux. The model was proposed 

based on the theory of spatial evolution of nonlinear energy transfer from primary waves to IGWs 

over an idealized trapezoidal topography under nonbreaking conditions, and was calibrated using a 

numerical dataset of 21 test cases generated by the non-hydrostatic numerical wave model 

Simulating Waves till SHore (SWASH). The predicted increase in the cross-shoal IGW energy 

fluxes are in reasonable agreement with field observations, with 78%  data variability explained 

by the model. Also, the IGW energy flux increase calculated from the observed IGW height increase 

was found to coincide with the observed IGW energy flux increase in the cross-shoal direction. The 

results strongly indicate that the observed amplification of IGWs near Cape Canaveral in Fall 2013 

is largely attributed to the topography-induced nonlinear energy transfers from sea-swells to IGWs. 
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1. Introduction 1 

Offshore short waves (SWs), typically of frequency between 0.04 and 1 Hz, convey most of the energy 2 

towards the shore and drive nearshore circulation. Extensive research in the past decades has demonstrated 3 

that as SWs propagate towards the shoreline, infragravity waves (IGWs), typically of frequency between 4 

0.004 and 0.04 Hz, can be significantly enhanced by nonlinear energy transfer from SWs to IGWs (Herbers 5 

et al., 1994; Herbers et al., 2000; Li et al., 2020; Sheremet et al., 2002). This transfer occurs when IGWs lag 6 

behind the SW group-forcing during shoaling (Battjes et al., 2004; De Bakker et al., 2015; Herbers et al., 7 

2000) and due to the presence of intense SW breaking (Masselink et al., 2019; Pomeroy et al., 2012; 8 

Sheremet et al., 2011; Symonds et al., 1982; Winter et al., 2017). During extreme events, energetic IGWs 9 

can reach ( )0.3O  m at 32 m water depth (Reniers et al., 2021) and govern short-term nearshore 10 

morphodynamics (Mendes et al., 2020; Roelvink et al., 2009). IGWs can also trigger harbor resonance (Maa 11 

et al., 2010), enhance nearshore SW energy (Matsuba et al., 2020), or become extremely low-frequency and 12 

reflect from mildly sloping beaches (Bertin et al., 2020). 13 

In nearshore environments, e.g., sloping beaches and fringing reefs (about < 1 km from the shoreline), the 14 

generation and evolution of IGWs during nonlinear shoaling have been investigated thoroughly (e.g., Liu et 15 

al., 2021a; Liu et al., 2021b; Péquignet et al., 2014; Poate et al., 2020; Pomeroy et al., 2012; Sheremet et al., 16 

2002; Vrecica and Toledo, 2016), with offshore sources of IGWs receiving some attention recently. For 17 

example, based on the nonlinear stochastic evolution equation for deep water waves derived by Vrecica and 18 

Toledo (2016), Vrecica et al. (2019) calculated the IGWs generated due to offshore wind gusts during storms. 19 

Among recent studies on offshore IGWs, Thotagamuwage and Pattiaratchi (2014) and Paniagua-Arroyave 20 

et al. (2019a) provided in-situ evidence of significant IGW energy generation as waves propagate across 21 

offshore (< 10 km from the shoreline) shoal-like bathymetries and highlighted the critical role of these IGWs 22 

in the subsequent nearshore hydrodynamic processes. These shoal-like bathymetries are located in the inner 23 

continental shelf, where SWs are generally in intermediate depth and enter shallow water over the shoal crest. 24 

Therefore, the shoal-induced nonlinear SW-IGWs interactions and energy transfer can be substantial. 25 

However, these energetic IGWs generated from offshore sources are currently not well studied and are 26 

usually not considered in the nearshore processes. 27 

The theoretical modeling of the spatial evolution of IGWs over a submerged shoal-like topography refers to 28 

a more general theoretical framework of IGWs forced by SW groups over uneven bottoms. In a pioneer 29 

study, Molin (1982) explored incident bichromatic SWs on a one-dimensional topography of relatively deep 30 

water and discovered the generation and scattering of free IGWs induced by the modulated SW amplitude. 31 

Later, Mei and Benmoussa (1984) extended this work to obliquely incident bichromatic SWs on two-32 

dimensional topographies with straight and parallel contours in intermediate depths. Free IGWs of directions 33 

different from the SW incident group were found to generate and scatter away from the topographies. By 34 

considering the continuity of IGW momentum flux at the edge of the variable depths region, Liu (1989) 35 

corrected the boundary conditions of Mei and Benmoussa (1984) and reported numerical solutions which 36 
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considerably differ from theirs. More recently, Zou (2011) derived the second-order analytical solutions for 37 

the IGWs induced by bichromatic SWs over finite topography of sevearl profiles, including sloping shelf, 38 

submarine canyons, and ridges often found at intermediate water depth. Additional bound IGWs were 39 

reported to occur on variable depth regions and contribute to the phase-shifting and associated nonlinear 40 

energy transfer. Also, free IGWs, albeit much weaker than bound IGWs, were found to transmit behind the 41 

Gaussian ridge, a topography that resembles a submerged shoal. 42 

The abovementioned theoretical models are valid only when the waves are in intermediate depth, where the 43 

resonance between group-forcing and the responsive IGWs is weak. In this situation, Liao et al. (2021) 44 

theoretically found that the spatial evolution of group-forced IGWs as waves propagate across a symmetric 45 

shoal is nearly reversible, hence the IGWs are of the same order of magnitude on both sides of the shoal. 46 

However, for shoal-like bathymetries with shallow water on the top (Paniagua-Arroyave et al., 2019a; 47 

Thotagamuwage and Pattiaratchi, 2014), the strong resonance leads to an irreversible nonlinear energy 48 

transfer from SWs to IGWs, causing the evident amplification of IGWs across the shoal (Liao et al., 2021). 49 

Using the non-hydrostatic numerical wave model Simulating WAves till SHore (SWASH) (Zijlema et al., 50 

2011), the evolution of IGWs on an isosceles trapezoid shoal with a shallow plateau was investigated by Li 51 

et al. (2020) for nonbreaking irregular waves. Additional free IGWs with energy dozens of times the energy 52 

of bound IGWs were found to dominate on the transmission side. The amplification of IGWs was attributed 53 

to the consistent nonlinear energy transfer from SWs to IGWs during wave propagation across the shoal. 54 

However, there is a lack of quantitative evidence from field observations of the mechanism of shoal-induced 55 

amplification of wave group-forced IGWs, which motivates the present work. In the present study, a semi-56 

analytical model is first developed to formulate the finite topography-induced increase in IGW energy flux 57 

for nonbreaking waves. Then the field data collected at an isolated shoal offshore of Cape Canaveral, Florida, 58 

USA (Paniagua-Arroyave et al., 2018) are employed to validate the model. The reasonable agreement 59 

between predictions and observations provides quantitative field evidence of shoal-induced nonlinear energy 60 

transfer from SWs to IGWs under nonbreaking conditions. 61 

A brief description of the field measurement and data collection is given in Section 2. Wave conditions are 62 

also discussed, and data analysis is conducted to focus on the five periods when evident IGW amplification 63 

occurred. In Section 3, a semi-analytical model for the nonlinear energy transfer from SWs to IGWs across 64 

the entire shoal is proposed. A series of numerical experiments were performed using SWASH to calibrate 65 

the model. Two empirical models were also proposed to predict the characteristic frequency of IGWs and 66 

the phase lag between the IGWs and group-forcing at the crest of the shoal to drive the model with limited 67 

field data. In Section 4, the predicted increase in cross-shoal IGW energy flux across the shoal is compared 68 

with the field observations. The main conclusions are drawn in Section 5. 69 

2. Field observations and data analysis 70 

2.1. Data collection and processing 71 
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Measurements of pressure and velocity were obtained respectively at ~1 m and ~7 m above bottom over 72 

sandy shoals offshore of Cape Canaveral, Florida (Paniagua-Arroyave et al., 2018). Two upward-looking 73 

Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCPs) were deployed in 13 m water depth (tide range about 1 m) in 74 

the inner and outer swales of Shoal E, which exhibits an orientation of ~ 22° clockwise from the geophysical 75 

north. The height of the shoal above the monitor swale is about 5 m and the horizontal distance between the 76 

two swales is about 1500 m (cf. Fig. 1). Field experiments were conducted during Fall 2013 (September 77 

23rd to December 3rd), Spring 2014 (May 6th to June 6th), and Fall 2014 (October 8th to January 7th). 78 

Pressure and velocity data were recorded in bursts of 1200, 2048, 2400, or 3600 measurements at a sampling 79 

frequency of 2 Hz. Previous analysis of these data focused on understanding wave dynamics and 80 

morphological change over Canaveral Shoals. Past studies documented the modulation of ambient motions 81 

(i.e., tides, subtidal motions, wind, and geostrophic flows) on forced and free IGWs (Paniagua-Arroyave et 82 

al., 2019c), SWs and IGWs scattering and dissipation over isolated shoals (Paniagua-Arroyave et al., 2019a), 83 

and bed elevation change spatial-temporal patterns (Paniagua-Arroyave et al., 2019b). Although these data 84 

included temporally extensive measurements, they lacked the spatial resolution necessary to unravel SWs 85 

and IGWs dynamics. 86 

2.2. Wave Statistics 87 

The observations spanned a wide range of significant wave heights (0.3 – 2.8 m), defined as SW SW4H E= , 88 

with SWE  being the surface elevation variance in the frequency range 0.05 – 0.3 Hz (Holthuijsen, 2007, Eq. 89 

4.2.24) estimated from the bottom pressure data with a linear theory depth correction (Bishop and Donelan, 90 

1987; Raubenheimer et al., 1998). The spectral peak frequencies varied between 0.07 and 0.23 Hz (~4 to 14 91 

s). Mean direction of SWs, Dm (measured clockwise from geophysical north and denoted as °T), was 92 

calculated from the directional spectra as 93 

 
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1Hz 2

0.05Hz 0
m 1Hz 2

0.05Hz 0

, sin
arctan

, cos

g

g

df d S f c f
D

df d S f c f

π

π

θ θ θ

θ θ θ

 
 =  
  

∫ ∫
∫ ∫

,  (1) 94 

with the directional surface elevation variance density spectra ( ),S f θ  obtained using the iterative 95 

maximum likelihood method (Pawka, 1983), and the group speed ( )gc f  calculated using the linear wave 96 

theory. The significant wave height of IGWs, IGWH , evaluated in the infragravity band (<0.05 Hz) of the 97 

de-tided variance spectrum, ranged from 0.02 m to 0.2 m (Fig. 2).  98 
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Fig. 1. Location of Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCPs) at Cape Canaveral shoals. Magenta-filled 100 

circles represent the approximate ADCP locations at the outer and inner swales of Shoal E (water depths 101 

~13 m). Black rectangles in A and B show the location of the Florida Peninsula within North America and 102 

Cape Canaveral on the Florida Peninsula, respectively. The map in C shows the inner shelf bathymetry near 103 

Cape Canaveral with an inset highlighting Shoal E. The brown line corresponds to an approximate bottom 104 

profile across Southeast shoal and Shoal E (D). Reprinted from Paniagua-Arroyave et al. (2019a). 105 

To assess the influence of wave transformation over Shoal E on IGWs variability in the cross-shoal direction, 106 

the observed wave-induced particle velocity was projected to the cross-shoal (shoreward positive) direction 107 

to obtain the corresponding velocity component, ( ),u t x , which is then used for calculating the collocated 108 

pressure-velocity co-spectrum, ( ),puCo f x . Following Sheremet et al. (2002), the bulk cross-shoal IGWs 109 

energy flux was subsequently obtained by integrating the ( ),puCo f x  over the infragravity band as 110 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
0.05Hz

0.0G 04HI W z
,puF x h x Co f x df= ∫ .  (2) 111 

Only the linear part of the IGW energy flux reflected by ( ),puCo f x  is considered here, because the 112 

nonlinear part induced by low-frequency Stokes drift is negligible under non-breaking conditions (Rijnsdorp 113 

et al., 2015). 114 

As shown in Fig. 2a, from September 24th to November 3rd in Fall 2013, the SW significant wave heights 115 

were below 2 m, and the IGWs wave heights on both sides of the shoal were not substantially different, 116 

indicating a mildly energetic sea state. However, during November in Fall 2013, it was observed five times 117 

that the IGW heights at the inner swale were higher than at the outer swale by over 20% within several 118 
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Fig. 2a). In each event, the maximum SWH  was higher than 2 m and the 119 

IGWF  at the inner swale was significantly greater than at the outer swale, implying a correlation between the 120 

short-term amplification of IGWs and the concurrent high-energy SW forcing. Similar events were not 121 

observed in Spring 2014 (Fig. 2b). In Fall 2014, this phenomenon occurred twice, while each time the 122 

maximum SWH  was about 1.5 m (Fig. 2c), lower than the counterpart during the Fall 2013 events.  123 

During Fall 2013 and Spring 2014, the SWs propagated landward across the shoal within 45° from the cross-124 

shoal direction (Fig. 2a and b). During Fall 2014, waves at the inner swale switched the mean direction from 125 

landward to seaward, while waves at the outer swale appeared to propagate mainly in the along-shoal 126 

direction (Fig. 2c). The unique wave conditions during Fall 2013 and Spring 2014 justify comparing field 127 

data with the predictions of simple models that only consider unidirectional waves in the cross-shoal 128 

direction. Nevertheless, during Fall 2014 the inconsistency between wave directions on both sides of the 129 

shoal may reflect a complex situation of nearly isotropic, directionally spread waves. These waves can be 130 

hardly reproduced by the single-point measuring system employed during the field observations (Benoit and 131 

Teisson, 1995) and are beyond the scope of the present study. Therefore, we use only data runs included in 132 

the five events during Fall 2013 for model comparison. 133 
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Fig. 2. Time series of the significant wave height (HSW), the mean direction of SWs (Dm), the significant 135 

wave height of IGWs (HIGW), and the cross-shoal energy flux (positive shoreward) of IGWs (FIGW) for inner 136 

and outer swales during (a) Fall 2013, (b) Spring 2014, (c) Fall 2014 in Paniagua-Arroyave et al., 2019a. 137 

The spectral peak period (Tp) at the outer swale is also plotted along with the HSW. The horizontal dashed 138 

lines denote the cross-shoal onshore (112 °T, T means clockwise from geophysical north) and offshore (292 139 

°T) directions. The vertical gray bars indicate events where the IGW heights at the inner swale were over 140 

20% higher than the counterpart at the outer swale. 141 

3. Semi-analytical Model  142 

3.1. Model assumptions 143 

The Shoal E offshore of Cape Canaveral is about 5.58 km long in the along-shoal direction and 1.5 km wide 144 

in the cross-shoal direction, exhibiting an elongated plan view in Fig. 1C. The angle between the direction 145 

of SWs and cross-shoal direction is m 112 TD − ° , which had the mean and standard deviation of 16.66° and 146 

14.45°, respectively, during the five events of interest in Fall 2013. This indicates that the offshore waves 147 

were mostly close to being normally incident in the cross-shoal direction. Therefore, it is assumed that the 148 

cross-shoal wave transformation between the two observational swales can be resolved by a 1D wave model.  149 

Wave breaking is neglected in the model because the largest wave height to depth ratio at Shoal E in Fall 150 

2013 was ~0.3, smaller than the typical breaking criterion of 0.56 on dissipative bottom slopes (Battjes and 151 

Stive, 1985; Kamphuis, 1991). Furthermore, the minimal depth ( min 0.62pk h ≈ ) and bottom slope ( ~ 1 167 ) 152 

are smaller than those in Li et al. (2020) ( min 0.51,bottom slope 1 100pk h = ≥ ), where reflection of IGWs 153 

from the shoal was proved to be negligible, hence reflection from the shoal here will be neglected. 154 

Energy dissipation of IGWs induced by bottom friction will not be considered either according to the 155 

established conclusion that the bottom friction on dissipative sandy beaches is too weak to cause considerable 156 

energy dissipation of IGWs in the cross-shore direction (De Bakker et al., 2015; De Bakker et al., 2014; 157 

Henderson et al., 2006). In the along-shore direction, bottom friction may act as a key detuning factor for 158 

the intermittent excitation of the infragravity edge waves in the inner surf zone and swash zone (Vittori et 159 

al., 2019), which is deemed not the case here at Shoal E due to the nonbreaking condition during the field 160 

observations. 161 

Moreover, interactions between wave and tidal current (Ardhuin and Magne, 2007) will not be considered 162 

either. This is because the wavelet coherence analysis following Paniagua-Arroyave et al. (2019c) showed 163 

that (cf. Figs. 7 and 9 therein), the coherence at the inner swale was statistically insignificant during each 164 

period of the five events of IGW amplification (gray bars in Fig. 2a), indicating that the interactions between 165 

waves and tidal currents are unlikely to be a contributing factor. 166 
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The observed shoal-induced increase in the cross-shoal IGW energy flux was measured by 167 

inner outerF F F∆ = − , where innerF  and outerF  are the ( )IGWF x  [Eq. (2)] at the inner and outer swales of the 168 

shoal (Fig. 1D), respectively. Note that, as mentioned in Paniagua-Arroyave et al. (2019a), separating the 169 

cross-shoal IGWs into shoreward and seaward propagating components using the technique of Sheremet et 170 

al. (2002) for unidirectional long waves can yield erroneous results due to the large directional spreading of 171 

IGWs. On the contrary, the bulk cross-shoal energy flux from Eq. (2) has the advantage that it is not 172 

influenced by wave directionality (Sheremet et al., 2002; Stoker, 1957). This realization means that, although 173 

edge waves could be trapped around the shoal and partly account for the larger IGW wave heights at the 174 

inner swale, they do not contribute to the observed non-zero F∆ .  175 

Under the assumptions above, the increase in IGWF  between the two observational swales is expected to be 176 

largely attributed to the shoal-induced nonlinear energy transfer from SWs to IGWs during wave 177 

transformation across the shoal. In the following, an analytical model will be developed based on these 178 

assumptions, and it is expected to explain the observed cross-shoal variation of F∆  when the waves are 179 

close to being normally incident to the shoal. 180 

3.2. Analytical model 181 

The analytical model that predicts the shoal-induced increase in IGW energy flux across a vertically 2-D 182 

shoal is derived by calculating the bulk nonlinear energy transfer from SWs to IGWs. Fig. 3a shows the 183 

diagram of waves propagate across an underwater shoal which is approximated by an isosceles trapezoid in 184 

intermediate water depth following Li et al. (2020). The shoal bathymetry is described by four parameters: 185 

the maximum depth hmax, the minimum depth hmin on top of the shoal, the plateau length Lt, and the bottom 186 

slope hx. Fig. 3b shows numerical results of the spatial increase of IGW energy flux due to the nonlinear 187 

energy transfer from SWs to IGWs for Run 2 ( 1 80xh = ) in Li et al. (2020) (Run A-3 in the present work). 188 

Without wave breaking, the spatial distribution of the nonlinear energy transfer rate from SWs to IGWs, i.e., 189 

( )W x , exhibits a single-peaked pattern (Fig. 3c). It was found that the influence of the geometry difference 190 

between the trapezoidal shoal and Shoal E in the field on model predictions is secondary as shown in 191 

Appendix B. 192 
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 193 

Fig. 3. (a) Conceptual diagram of wave groups propagating across an isosceles trapezoidal shoal. All 194 

topographical parameters are varied in the numerical experiment (Table 1). (b) Spatial evolution of the IGW 195 

energy flux increase, [ ( ) ( )1F x F x− , black line], and the spatial accumulation of nonlinear energy transfer 196 

from SWs to IGWs, [ ( )
0

x
W x dx′ ′∫ , red line]. (c) Spatial evolution of the nonlinear energy transfer rate 197 

calculated based on the bispectral analysis [Eq. (4)]. Vertical dashed lines denote the joints of different 198 

bottom slopes. 199 

As demonstrated in Fig. 3b, the incident group-forced IGW energy flux continuously increases with travel 200 

distance as waves propagate across the shoal, which is attributed to the nonlinear energy transfer from SWs 201 

to IGWs (Li et al., 2020). Therefore, the increase of IGW energy flux over the entire shoal can be obtained 202 

by integrating the nonlinear energy transfer ( )W x  from x1 to x4 as 203 

 ( ) ( ) ( )4

1
4 1

x

x
F F x F x W x dx∆ = − = ∫ ,  (3) 204 

where 1x  and 4x  are positions of the shoal boundaries. The nonlinear energy transfer rate ( )W x  was 205 

calculated using the formula based on bispectral analysis as (De Bakker et al., 2015; Herbers et al., 2000) 206 

 ( ) ( )
1

12 Im ,
c

c

n

m m n
m n n

W x g f B f f
h
πρ

+∞

= =

 = −  ∑ ∑ ,  (4) 207 
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where m is the rank of the Fourier component, cn  is the rank of the cut-off frequency which is taken as half 208 

of the peak frequency, between the infragravity and the primary waves, mf  is the frequency of the m-th 209 

component, B  is the discrete bispectrum. 210 

Applying Eqs. (3) and (4) requires high spatial resolution data of surface elevation across the topography, 211 

which is not practical for a large-scale shoal bathymetry like Shoal E. Therefore, we propose that the integral 212 

in Eq. (3) could be simplified based on the spatial distribution pattern of the nonlinear energy transfer rate 213 

across the shoal. As shown in Fig. 3c, the spatial distribution of W  typically follows a single-peaked pattern 214 

with its peak near the top of the shoal where the shoaling process ceases ( 2x x≈ ). Therefore, at the leading 215 

order of approximation, ( )4

1

x

x
F W x dx∆ = ∫  is proportional to the product of the maximum of the nonlinear 216 

transfer rate, ( )2W x , and the wave travel distance 4 1L x x= −  over the shoal, i.e.  217 

 ( ) ( )4

1
shape 2

x

x
F W x dx C W x L∆ = ∫  ,  (5) 218 

where ( ) ( )4

1
shape 2

x

x
C W x dx L W x =   ∫  is the average-to-peak ratio of ( )W x  that is determined by the 219 

shape of the curve of ( )W x  in Fig. 3c. Note that the triangular-like single-peaked pattern of the spatial 220 

distribution of ( )W x  implies that shapeC  should be of order shape (0.5)C O= . For example, the numerical 221 

integration of ( ) ( )4

1
shape 2

x

x
W Lx dx C W x=∫  yields shape 0.4C =  for the specific case shown in Fig. 3c. This 222 

single-peaked pattern of the spatial distribution of ( )W x  also occurs for the realistic profile shape of Shoal 223 

E (Fig. B.1), and the numerical integration yields the same shape coefficient value of shape 0.4C = .  224 

Next, we derive the semi-analytical model for the maximal nonlinear energy transfer rate at the end of 225 

shoaling zone, i.e., ( )2W x . Physically, the nonlinear energy transfer originates from the SW radiation stress 226 

gradient doing work against the IGW current, SW U
x
∂

= −
∂


  (Phillips, 1977), where ( ),S x t  is the slowly 227 

varying SW radiation stress, ( ),U x t  is the current induced by IGWs, and the overbar denotes time-228 

averaging. Eq. (4) based on bispectral analysis was proved equivalent to the work done by S x−∂ ∂  on 229 

U  (see the Appendix A). According to Eq. (A8), ( )2W x  can be expressed as  230 

 ( ) ( )
2

2
1min

1 sin
2

cn

i i ii xi
W x a S

h
ω ϕ

=

 = ∆ ∑  , (6) 231 
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where ia  and  iS  are the single-side complex Fourier coefficient of group-forced IGWs and slowly-232 

varying radiation stress ( ),S x t  [Eqs. (A3)-(A4)], respectively; and iϕ∆  is the phase difference between 233 

 iS  and ia  in addition to π . 234 

Eq. (6) suggests that ( )2W x  is proportional to the characteristic radian frequency of IGWs IGω , the 235 

significant wave height of group-forced IGWs 2
b

1

14
2

cn

i
i

H a
=

= ∑ , the magnitude of the slowly-varying 236 

wave radiation stress 
2

1

1
2

cn

i
i

S S
=

= ∑  , and the sinusoidal function of the integrated phase lag ϕ∆  between 237 

IGWs and wave group-forcing. Here the integrated phase lag is obtained using the skewness and asymmetry 238 

of wave surface elevation (Fiedler et al., 2019) 239 

 IGW,SW,SW

IGW,SW,SW

arctan
As
Sk

ϕ π∆ = − , (7) 240 

where IGW,SW,SWAs  and IGW,SW,SWSk  denote the asymmetry and skewness that is related to the phase-241 

coupling between wave group envelope and IGWs (Zou and Peng, 2011). As waves shoal over the front 242 

slope of an offshore shoal, Figure 8 of Li et al. (2020) demonstrated that the phase lag ( )xϕ∆  exhibits 243 

good proportionality with the time lag between the IGWs and wave group envelope, ( )xτ . Accordingly, 244 

the characteristic radian frequency of IGWs is given by IGω ϕ τ= ∆ , which may be evaluated as the slope 245 

of the least-square fit line for ( )xϕ∆  vs. ( )xτ  in the shoaling zone ( 1 2x x x≤ ≤ ). For bichromatic 246 

incident waves, IGω  is exactly the radian frequency of wave group. For irregular waves, it may be taken as 247 

the characteristic frequency of the wave group.  248 

Substituting all the quantities defined above into Eq. (6) yields  249 

 ( )
( )

2
IG bspectra

2
min

sin

8
x

H SC
W x

h

ω ϕ∆  
=


, (8) 250 

where the coefficient spectraC , assumed to be of order O(1), is introduced here to account for the coupling 251 

among the frequency spectra of all the variables in Eq. (6). Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (5) yields 252 

 ( )
2

IG
b

min

sin
8

F
x

LCF H Sh
ω

ϕ∆∆ = ∆   , (9) 253 

where shape spectraFC C C∆ = .  254 
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The growth rate of F∆  relative to the incident bound IGW energy flux at 1x , ( )b 1F x , reveals all the 255 

associated nondimensional dependent variables, and it is given by  256 

 
( )

( )

( )
2

1

IG b

2
b 1 minb

2 sinF x

g x

C H SF L
F x hg H c

ω ϕ

ρ

∆ ∆  ∆
=


,   (10) 257 

where the incident bound IGW energy flux is ( ) ( )
1

2
b 1 b

1
16 g x

F x g H cρ= , and gc  is the group speed at the 258 

peak frequency. Assuming a conservative shoaling of SWs in intermediate water depth from 1x  to 2x , i.e. 259 

 0.5S h− , S  at 2x  relates to its incident counterpart at 1x  by  260 

  ( )  ( )
0.5

max
2 1

min

hS x S x
h

 
=  

 
.  (11) 261 

Furthermore, the significant wave height of incident bound IGWs can be evaluated using the solution of 262 

Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1962) (referred to as LHS62) as  263 

 ( )


( )
1

b 1 2

4

g x

SH x
gh cρ

=
−

.  (12) 264 

Finally, the ratio of ( ) ( )b 2 b 1H x H x  is related to the depth ratio during shoaling by 265 

 
( )
( )

b 2 min

b 1 max

H x h
H x h

α−
 

=  
 

,  (13) 266 

where α is the nonlinear shoaling rate of group-forced IGWs bH  over the front slope of the shoal. 267 

Substituting the above three equations (11)-(13) into Eq. (10) yields 268 

 
( ) ( ) ( )

1

1.52
max IG

2
b 1 min 1

1 sin
2

gF

gx

c h LCF x
F x gh h c x

α
ω

ϕ
+

∆
    ∆

= − ∆              
.  (14) 269 

The parameter ( )IG 1gL c xω  may be taken as the normalized shoal length, representing the normalized 270 

horizontal travel distance over which the nonlinear energy transfer from SWs to IGWs occurs and 271 

accumulates. As an example, for a plane sloping beach where the depth decreases from maxh  at 1x  to zero, 272 

we have max xL h h= , and the ( )IG 1gL c xω  becomes  273 

 
( ) ( )

1

maxIG IG IG

1 1 xg g x g x

L h h
c x c x h h c
ω ω ω

= = ,  (15) 274 
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which is the reciprocal of the normalized bottom slope 
1IG

x

x

gch
h

β
ω

=  proposed by Battjes et al. (2004) to 275 

describe the effects of wave frequency and topography on the nonlinear shoaling of group-forced infragravity 276 

waves over a sloping beach. 277 

The nonlinear shoaling rate α lies between the linear shoaling rate 0.25 (Green’s Law) and 2.5 (shallow-278 

water limit of LHS62 solution), and increases as the normalized bottom slope β  becomes mild (Battjes et 279 

al., 2004), or as the wave becomes steep (Baldock, 2012). Several studies had quantified α with the 280 

normalized bottom slope β  and the incident wave steepness (Van Dongeren et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 281 

2020). To the authors’ knowledge, however, these studies are confined to bichromatic conditions. Further 282 

studies on this topic under irregular wave conditions would be valuable, whereas currently there is no method 283 

available to evaluate α. To overcome this difficulty, we calibrated the power indexes, 1p , 2p , 3p  and 284 

4p  of the four nondimensional parameters on the right-hand side of Eq. (14) with the numerical dataset 285 

described in the following through a multiple regression analysis, i.e. 286 

 
( ) ( ) ( )

31 2

4

1

2
max IG

2
b 1 min 1

1 sin
pp p

g p
F

gx

c h LF C x
F x gh h c x

ω
ϕ∆

    ∆ ′= − ∆              
,  (16) 287 

where FC∆′  is a comprehensive coefficient to be calibrated. 288 

3.3. Semi-analytical Model Calibration 289 

The multilayer, non-hydrostatic wave model SWASH (Zijlema et al., 2011) was employed to generate the 290 

numerical dataset for calibrating the undetermined power indexes ( , 1,2,3,4ip i = ) and FC∆′  coefficient in 291 

Eq. (16). Irregular waves were generated based on the JONSWAP spectrum, and second-order nonlinear 292 

corrections based on the weakly-nonlinear theory of Hasselmann (1962) were included to suppress the 293 

generation of spurious, free IGWs at the inlet boundary (Rijnsdorp et al., 2014). At the outlet boundary, a 294 

sponge layer of 20 m long combined with the Sommerfeld condition were employed to reduce wave 295 

reflection. Our numerical experiment in this study was the extension of the counterpart in Li et al. (2020), 296 

thus all numerical parameters remained the same for consistency. The physical parameters of twenty-one 297 

test model runs were shown in Table 1, covering a large range of depth, horizontal length of the shoal, bottom 298 

slope, and bandwidth. The normalized depth at the incident side of the shoal p, maxk h∞ , where 299 

( )2

p, p2k f gπ∞ =  is the wavenumber at the peak frequency in deep water, ranged from 0.68 to 1.64, which 300 

resembles the depth condition at Shoal E during Fall 2013 (0.50 to 1.59). 301 

Table 1. Wave and topography parameters for numerical simulations of SWASH model. 302 

Run ID pf  (Hz) p, sk H∞  p, maxk h∞  p, mink h∞  1/hx p, tk L∞  γ 

A-1 0.4444 0.08 0.68 0.24 40 15.90 20.0 
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A-2 0.4444 0.08 0.68 0.24 60 15.90 20.0 

A-3 0.4444 0.08 0.68 0.24 80 15.90 20.0 

A-4 0.4444 0.08 0.68 0.24 100 15.90 20.0 

B-1 0.4444 0.08 0.68 0.24 40 15.90 3.3 

B-2 0.4444 0.08 0.68 0.24 60 15.90 3.3 

B-3 0.4444 0.08 0.68 0.24 80 15.90 3.3 

B-4 0.4444 0.08 0.68 0.24 100 15.90 3.3 

C-1 0.4444 0.08 0.68 0.40 60 15.90 20.0 

C-2 0.4444 0.08 0.99 0.40 60 15.90 20.0 

C-3 0.4444 0.08 1.15 0.40 60 15.90 20.0 

C-4 0.4444 0.08 0.83 0.24 60 15.90 20.0 

C-5 0.4444 0.08 0.99 0.24 60 15.90 20.0 

C-6 0.4444 0.08 1.15 0.24 60 15.90 20.0 

D-1 0.5714 0.13 1.12 0.39 60 26.28 20.0 

D-2 0.5714 0.13 1.12 0.39 60 26.28 3.3 

D-3 0.5714 0.13 1.05 0.33 60 26.28 20.0 

D-4 0.5714 0.13 1.31 0.33 60 26.28 20.0 

D-5 0.5714 0.13 1.64 0.39 60 26.28 20.0 

E-1 0.4444 0.08 0.99 0.40 60 31.79 20.0 

E-2 0.4444 0.08 0.99 0.40 60 47.69 20.0 

 303 

Based on the dataset of the present numerical experiment, a multiple regression was conducted to determine 304 

the power indexes and the coefficient in Eq. (16), yielding 305 

 
1

2

3

4

ln 0.9838 1.797
0.5410 0.6459

1.705 0.6303
0.5210 0.2728

1.128 0.7354

FC
p
p
p
p

′ ±   
   ±   
   = ±
   

±   
   ±  

. (17) 306 

where the 95% confidence intervals are given. Eqs. (16) and (17) are the semi-analytical model established 307 

for predicting the IGW energy flux increase across a 2-D underwater shoal in the intermediate water depth. 308 

Fig. 4 shows that the model prediction fits the simulated IGW energy flux increase excellently ( 2
95% 0.99r =309 

), suggesting that no additional parameters are needed to represent the phenomenon.  310 
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Fig. 4. Comparison between numerical results of SWASH model and predictions of the semi-analytical 312 

model [Eqs. (16) and (17)] in terms of the normalized shoal-induced IGW energy flux increase across the 313 

shoal shown in Fig. 3a [ ( )b 1F F x∆ ]. Different markers denote the five groups of test runs in the numerical 314 

experiment (Table 1). The red line denotes y x= . 315 

3.4. Empirical Model for IGW frequency and phase lag 316 

Given the limited coverage in space of the field observations (Fig. 1), the characteristic IGW radian 317 

frequency IGω  and the phase lag on top of the shoal ( )2xϕ∆  in Eq. (16) could not be readily extracted. 318 

Therefore, in this section, the empirical models of these two quantities were obtained based on the dataset 319 

of the numerical experiment to estimate their values in the field site. 320 

Definitions of the characteristic IGW frequency vary for different researchers, including the minimum wave 321 

group return period proposed by Longuet-Higgins (1984) (Roeber and Bricker, 2015), the average frequency 322 

weighted by the spectral power density within the infragravity band (Matsuba et al., 2020; Mendes et al., 323 

2018), or simply approximated with the quarter of the peak frequency (Poate et al., 2020). In the present 324 

study, the definition of IGω  in Section 3.2 was based on the proportionality between the phase lag and time 325 

lag of IGWs with respect to the group-forcing in the shoaling zone of the shoal. This definition relates to the 326 

definition of group frequency for bichromatic waves, and yields the empirical coefficient value 0.37FC∆ ≈  327 

when directly fitting Eq. (10) to the numerical dataset, which coincides with the assumption ( )0.5FC O∆ = . 328 

IG pω ω  is virtually not influenced by the bottom slope 330 

and water depth in the shoaling zone. Based on the concept of smoothed instantaneous wave energy history 331 

(SIWEH) of Funke and Mansard (1980), Rye (1981) found that the wave group frequency is on average 0.19 332 

times the spectral peak frequency, i.e., IG p 0.19ω ω = , from the observed JONSWAP spectrum in the North 333 

Sea. Poate et al. (2020) adopted the relationship IG p 0.25ω ω =
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IG pω ω  ranged from 0.12 to 0.18 for 20γ =  and from 0.18 to 0.20 for 3.3γ = . Accordingly, 335 

we adopt IG p 0.19ω ω =  since 3.3γ =  is a good representative of typical wave condition in the field. 336 

Also, the model prediction depends on IGω  as 0.5210
IGω  according to Eq. (16), indicating that our 337 

predictions are insensitive to the ratio IG pω ω  used. 338 

Another model is still required to estimate the phase lag between IGWs and group-forcing on top of the shoal 339 

( )2xϕ∆ . Previous studies of the phase lag (Guérin et al., 2019; Janssen et al., 2003; Moura and Baldock, 340 

2019) focused on bichromatic waves. Currently, there is a lack of empirical models for practical use under 341 

irregular wave conditions. Empirical models for predicting the skewness and asymmetry of irregular waves 342 

over a natural beach have been previously proposed (Doering and Bowen, 1995; Zou and Peng, 2011). 343 

However, the contributions from the coupling between subharmonics (mostly IGWs) and group-forcing were 344 

mixed up with that from the coupling between other components as demonstrated by Fiedler et al. (2019). 345 

Thus, we extract an empirical model from the numerical experiments to estimate ( )2xϕ∆  346 

 ( ) ( ) ( )0.41220.26300.273
2 2 p,x e Ur x k hϕ −

∞∆ = ∆   ,  (18) 347 

where the Ursell number is defined as ( )3

p psUr k H k h= , and max minh h h∆ = −  is the height of the 348 

shoaling zone. The influence of the bottom slope was ignored because on a slope milder than 1/40 like Shoal 349 

E near Cape Canaveral, the phase lag depended on the local water depth rather than the bottom slope (Li et 350 

al., 2020). Preliminary regression analysis also showed that the dependence of ( )2xϕ∆  on the normalized 351 

bottom slope was very weak, with the corresponding power index only around 0.02. The empirical formula 352 

in Eq. (18) fitted the simulated ( )2xϕ∆  reasonably well as shown in Fig. 5. 353 

π  at the end of shoaling zone 356 
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shown in Fig. 3a [ ( )2xϕ∆ ]. Different markers denote the five groups of runs of tests in the numerical 357 

experiment (Table 1). The red line represents y x= . 358 

4. Results and discussion 359 

4.1. Model validation with field measurements 360 

To apply the proposed semi-empirical model [Eqs. (16) and (17)], most of the wave and topography 361 

parameters can be directly extracted from the in-situ dataset shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, including the travel 362 

distance from the outer to inner swale 1500 mL = , the minimum depth minh , and the peak frequency of 363 

incident waves combined with the empirical formula IG p 0.19ω ω = . In order to estimate the maximum 364 

elevation change within the shoaling zone start minh h h∆ = − , the starting depth where the nonlinear shoaling 365 

of IGWs commences starth  should be firstly estimated. As shown in the subplot in Fig. 6, the shoaling zone 366 

for offshore incident group-forced IGWs does not necessarily begins at the outer monitoring swale. Here the 367 

starth  is estimated as the depth for which the first-order off-resonant solution of group-bounded IGWs 368 

(Janssen et al., 2003; Liao et al., 2021; Zou, 2011) predicts that the phase lag of IGWs with respect to group-369 

forcing on a 1/170 sloping bottom deviates from the equilibrium value π by a small value of 0.1 rad. On the 370 

left-hand side of Eq. (16), ( )b 1F x  represents the energy flux of the group-bounded IGWs at the outer swale 371 

of Shoal E and was calculated based on the formula presented in Herbers et al. (1994). For the five events 372 

of interest that involve observed amplification of IGWs (gray bars in Fig. 2), the predicted variation of the 373 

cross-shoal IGW energy flux across Shoal E are in reasonably good agreement with the observation (cf. Fig. 374 

6). The model-data comparison indicates that the proposed semi-analytical model accounts for 375 

approximately 78% of the data variability.  376 

Furthermore, Fig. 7 shows that the semi-analytical model also satisfactorily reproduces the temporal 377 

variation of F∆  during Fall 2013. In addition, to investigate the degree of contribution of F∆  to the 378 

observed infragravity wave height differences, energy flux differences retrieved from the observed wave 379 

height differences through ( ) 5
sw

0.
I lG a eW ghE∆  (

inner swale2
IGW IGW outer swale

1
16

HE∆ = , swaleh =water depth at the swales) 380 

are also depicted in Fig. 7 to compare with F∆ . As shown in Fig. 7, the observed F gρ∆  agrees with 381 

( ) 5
sw

0.
I lG a eW ghE∆  very well, especially the peak values. This strongly indicates that the shoal-induced 382 

increase in the cross-shoal IGW energy flux largely accounts for the observed infragravity wave height 383 

increase. The good agreement between model predictions and observations shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 implies 384 

that the nonlinear energy transfer from SWs to IGWs during waves propagating across Shoal E is mainly 385 

responsible for the shoal-induced amplification of IGW energy observed in Fall 2013. 386 
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Fig. 6. Comparison between the observed and predicted differences between the bulk cross-shoal IGW 388 

energy fluxes at the inner and outer monitoring swales at Shoal E during the five storm events in Fall 2013 389 

(gray bars in Fig. 2a). Predictions were given by the proposed semi-analytical model [Eqs. (16)-(18)]. 390 

Markers were colored according to (a) the mean incident angle with respect to the cross-shoal direction 391 

m 112 TD −   (°T denotes clockwise from geophysical north), and (b) the maximum Ursell number estimated 392 

on top of the shoal. The gray areas depict the 95% confidence interval of the dashed regression line. 393 
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Fig. 7. Temporal variations of the observed and model-predicted differences between the bulk cross-shoal 395 

IGW energy fluxes [Eq. (2)] at the inner and outer swales of Shoal E during Fall 2013. Predictions were 396 

given by the proposed semi-analytical model [Eqs. (16)-(18)]. The vertical gray bars indicate events where 397 

the IGW heights at the inner swale were over 20% higher than the counterpart at the outer swale. 398 

4.2. Influences of incident angle and wave nonlinearity 399 

The model was developed by assuming unidirectional waves propagating in the cross-shoal direction (~112°400 

T), which may not be valid for waves at large oblique angles relative to this direction. Fig. 6a shows that for 401 

waves close to normal incidence, i.e., m15 112 1T 5D− < − <    the model performance is satisfactory. In 402 

addition, the highest six values of 3 -10.01 m sF gρ∆ >  are observed to occur for waves under this condition, 403 

suggesting that oblique incidence to the shoal should reduce the shoal-induced amplification of IGWs. For 404 

wave incident angle in the range of m15 11 452 TD< − <   , model performance is not evidently different 405 

from that for the near-normal incident wave angle of m15 112 1T 5D− < − <   . Finally, even for large 406 

incident wave angles of m 2 511 4D >−   , which occurred for a short period of time near the end of the 407 

fourth event marked in Fig. 2a, the limited data implies no apparent reduction in model performance either. 408 

Fig. 6b shows that the model performance is not evidently affected by the wave nonlinearity measured by 409 

the Ursell number on top of the shoal either. Note that neither the predicted nor the observed F∆  increase 410 

monotonically with the Ursell number. This phenomenon may be ascribed to the fact that, as the incoming 411 

wave period increases, on one hand, both the wave nonlinearity and resonance between group-forcing and 412 

group-forced IGWs increase; on the other hand, the relative shoaling height p,k h∞∆  in Eq. (18) and the 413 

normalized horizontal length of the shoal ( )IG 1gL c xω  in Eq. (16) decrease. Consequently, the variation 414 

of F∆  with increasing wave period depends on the trade-off between the enhanced nonlinear interaction 415 

intensity and the shrinking length of the topography relative to the wavelength of IGW. 416 

4.3. Effect of variable shoaling zone 417 
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Fig. 8. Temporal variations of the estimated height of group-forced IGW shoaling zone at Shoal E (Δh) and 419 

observed spectral peak period of waves (Tp). The maximum depth where the nonlinear shoaling of IGWs 420 

commences was estimated as the depth for which the first-order off-resonant solution for group-bounded 421 

IGWs yields a small phase lag of 0.1 rad. The vertical gray bars indicate events where the IGW heights at 422 

the inner swale were over 20% higher than the counterpart at the outer swale. 423 

 424 

The starth  theoretically estimated mainly depends on the incoming wave period, whilst the minimum depth 425 

at shoal crest hmin solely depends on the tidal level, consequently the effective height of the front slope of 426 

the shoal { }start minmax ,0h h h∆ = −  in Eq. (18) is subject to both factors. However, due to the small tide 427 

range (about 1 m) compared to local characteristic depth (e.g. the mean of hmin being 8.51 m), Δh is basically 428 

determined by incoming wave period alone (Fig. 8). For larger incoming wave periods, the resonance 429 

between group-forcing and IGWs is stronger so that the nonlinear shoaling of group-forced IGWs is expected 430 

to start at locations more seaward, leading to larger starth  and Δh. 431 

When implementing the proposed model [Eqs. (16)-(18)] with field observations at Shoal E, error can be 432 

caused by the mismatch between the estimated starting point of the effective shoaling zone for wave group-433 

forced IGWs and the outer monitor swale. If the effective shoaling distance is significantly larger than the 434 

finite shoaling distance from the outer swale to the crest of the shoal l (i.e., Δh>>5 m), then the segment 435 

between the two swales actually represents the plateau of the trapezoidal shoal in Fig. 3a. In this situation, 436 

the coefficient shapeC  in Eq. (5) that essentially gives the average-to-peak ratio of the nonlinear transfer 437 

rate W , should approach shape (1)OC = . Therefore, the coefficients obtained in the present work for the 438 

entire trapezoidal shoal, where W  always increases from zero and shape (0.5)C O= , would underestimate 439 

the total energy transfer from SWs to IGWs. This might explain the systematic negative bias of 13% for the 440 

model-data comparison shown in Fig. 6. 441 

5. Conclusions 442 

Field observations of pressure and velocity at an isolated shoal with mild slopes near Cape Canaveral, Florida, 443 

USA, demonstrate the effect of cape-related topography on the cross-shoal variability of infragravity waves. 444 

Previous studies showed that the cross-shoal energy flux of infragravity waves (IGWs) is amplified across 445 
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max minh h ; (2) the phase lag between IGWs and group-forcing on top of the shoal; 453 

(3) the resonance intensity, ( )21 gc gh− ; and (4) the nondimensional travel distance of group-forced IGW, 454 

IG gL cω . 455 

As an extension of previous numerical experiments on IGWs waves transformation over topography, a 456 

numerical dataset consisting of 21 test runs was generated using the non-hydrostatic numerical wave model 457 

SWASH to calibrate the power indexes of the aforementioned four parameters along with a comprehensive 458 

constant coefficient. The calibrated model predicts the numerical results of the shoal-induced increase in 459 

IGW energy flux by SWASH excellently, suggesting that no additional parameters are needed. In the absence 460 

of observations of wave transformations over the entire shoal, two empirical models are proposed to estimate 461 

the characteristic frequency of IGWs and the phase lag between IGWs and group-forcing on top of the shoal 462 

to drive the semi-analytical model with the single-point measurements at the outer monitoring swales. The 463 

predicted and observed increase of the cross-shoal IGW energy flux across the shoal are in reasonable 464 

agreement with each other, with the model accounting for 78% of the data variability. Also, the IGW energy 465 

flux increase retrieved from the observed IGW height difference agrees with the observed cross-shoal 466 

increase of IGW energy flux. These results indicate that the topography-induced nonlinear energy transfer 467 

from primary waves to IGWs under nonbreaking conditions is mainly responsible for the IGW height 468 

increases across Shoal E near Cape Canaveral observed in Fall 2013. 469 
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Appendix A: Comparisons of two energy transfer calculation methods  476 

The surface elevation of the primary harmonics of irregular waves can be expanded in a Fourier series as 477 
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x t a x e c cωη −

=

= +∑ ,  (A1) 478 

where an denotes the single-side complex Fourier coefficient; nc denotes the rank of the cut-off frequency 479 

p0.5
cnω ω= ; nu denotes the upper-limit rank of the primary harmonics and c.c. denotes the complex 480 

conjugation of the preceding term. Assuming that the primary harmonic is narrow-banded with a peak radian 481 

frequency ωp, Eq. (A1) may be rewritten as a carrier wave with a modulated amplitude 482 

 ( ) ( )1 1( , ) ( , ) . .
2

p pi x tx t A x t e c cϕ ωη  − = + ,  (A2) 483 

where ( ) ( ) ( )( , )= ( )
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n p n p
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n
i x x t

n
n n

A x t a x e ϕ ϕ ω ω − − − 

=
∑  is the slowly-varying amplitude, ( )n xϕ  is the spatial phase 484 

and n nd dx kϕ =  is the wavenumber of the n-th harmonic. The wave radiation stress is then evaluated using 485 

linear wave theory as (Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1962) 486 
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  (A3) 487 

where ( ),S x t  and ( ),S x t  represent the steady and slowly-varying part of the radiation stress, 488 

,j i j iϕ ϕ ϕ= −  and ,j i j iω ω ω= −  . The slowly-varying radiation stress ( ),S x t  can be rewritten as  489 
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  (A4) 490 

where  ( ) *2 1=
2
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∑  constitutes the single-side complex Fourier coefficient of 491 

( ),S x t . Assuming narrow-banded wave, the wavenumber of each bichromatic pair *
i i ma a −  in ( ),mS x t  is 492 

i i mk k −− , which is approximated by,  493 
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The right hand-side of Eq. (A5) is not related to index i so that κm is the wavenumber of ( ),mS x t .  495 

Assuming no free incident IGWs in addition to the bound IGWs (this simplifies the notation and the 496 

conclusion will not be changed because incident free IGWs are linearly correlated to the group-forcing), the 497 

shoaling bound IGWs-induced current ( , )U x t  is given by 498 
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Substitute Eqs. (A4) and (A6) into SW U
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  (A7) 501 

where the term involving md S dx  is neglected under nonbreaking conditions (Battjes et al., 2004). After 502 

taking time-average, only those terms of m=i in the difference term remain, therefore Eq. (A7) reduces to 503 
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where x

m m mdxϕ ϕ κ π∆ = − −∫  is the phase lag between the group-forced IGWs component and the 505 

radiation stress component ( ) mi t
mS x e ω−  in addition to π . By substituting 506 
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expressed as 508 
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Furthermore, in shallow waters where gc c≈ , Eq. (A9) becomes 510 
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which is the same as Eq. (2) in Herbers et al. (2000) with two key differences. First, the range of the 512 

summation index in Eq. (A10) only considers the difference interactions because it is derived based on the 513 

work done by the SWs radiation stress on the IGWs-induced currents. This is justified by the negligible 514 

contribution to IGWs evolution by sum interactions outside the surf zone (Battjes et al., 2004). Secondly, 515 

there is an extra factor of two presented here because the formula in Herbers et al. (2000) accounts for the 516 

spatial evolution of the double-side energy flux spectrum while here we account for the single-side.  517 

Appendix B: Effects of shape difference between realistic and conceptual 518 

shoals 519 

A numerical experiment of unidirectional waves propagating across the segment of Shoal E between the two 520 

observational swales (Fig. 1D) is performed to investigate the effects of the shape difference between the 521 

trapezoidal shoal and the realistic profile shape. Parameters of incoming waves and tidal level correspond to 522 

the event of the largest wave height observed during Fall 2013 (Fig. 2a).  523 

Fig. B.1 shows that the nonlinear energy transfer from SWs to IGWs over the topography results in the 524 

increase in IGW energy flux. Through Eq. (5), the analytical model in Section 3.2 related the average 525 

nonlinear energy transfer rate ( )4

1

x

x
W x dx L∫  to its maximum value [ ( )2W x  in Eq. (5)] through the 526 

coefficient ( ) ( )4

1
shape 2

x

x
C W x dx L W x 

  
= ∫ . For the conceptual trapezoidal shoals, shape (0.5)C O=  (e.g., 527 

shape 0.4C =  for the specific case shown in Fig. 3). For the realistic topography of Shoal E shown in Fig. 528 

B.1a, despite that the spatial variation pattern of ( )W x  is arguably different from that over trapezoidal 529 

shoals in Fig. 3c, numerical integration of the curve of ( )W x  in Fig. B.1c still yields shape 0.4C = . This 530 

indicates that the shape difference between the realistic topography and the conceptual trapezoidal shoals 531 

only causes secondary errors. 532 
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Fig. B.1. (a) Topography between the two observational swales near Cape Canaveral for simulating wave 534 

transformations across Shoal E. Wave and depth conditions correspond to the event of largest wave height 535 

observed during Fall 2013 (Fig. 2a). (b) Spatial evolution of the IGW energy flux increase, [ ( ) ( )1F x F x− , 536 

black line], and the spatial accumulation of nonlinear energy transfer from SWs to IGWs, [ ( )
1

x

x
W x dx′ ′∫ , red 537 

line]. (c) Spatial evolution of the rate of nonlinear energy transfer from SWs to IGWs calculated based on 538 

the bispectral analysis [Eq. (4)]. Vertical dashed lines denote positions of the two measurement sites. Dash-539 

dotted lines are sketches of results for the trapezoidal shoal shown in Fig. 3. 540 
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